Airline Ground Support Equipment

GSE Fleet Maintenance Programs

ELS Ground Support Equipment programs provide comprehensive
maintenance solutions for all types, ages and manufactures of both
motororized and non-motorized units. Each operation is designed to
proactively improve the life-cycle costs of some of the most critical assets
at your terminal by ensuring you realise the optimum long-term return on
investment and high levels of equipment availability that is critical in
challenging today’s highly competitive marketplace.

Work performed by ELS GSE
Technicians:
Preventative maintenance
Fast response time to requirements

We understand that each piece of GSE will make the difference in
achieving on-time departures. Our senior technicians come with an
airline background and have years of experience in the fast paced GSE
industry. Whether it is a maintenance program that meets airline specific
standards or one that is designed to minimize down time while keeping
operating costs under control, each GSE airport operation is customized
to the specific customer’s needs, so that our service efficiently meets
each airlines high utilization operational environment.
ELS has taken the lead in GSE maintenance by establishing a ProcessBased-Quality-System that is aligned with our ISO Certification. Our
management approach is result oriented and focused in delivering better
than bargained for service. ELS’s commitment to improving the
management and efficiency of our programs, while our fully committed
technical staff meets each customers every requirement, has resulted in
the highest customer satisfaction ratings in the industry.

Warranty administration
Innovative low cost retrofits
Adaptable maintenance designed to
keep pace with airline operations
Trained and skilled technicians
Volume parts purchasing

Programs are scaled to support large hub
GSE fleets to smaller regional operations

To learn more about how ELS can help your operations, contact us today.
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